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Abstract 
 
   The World-Wide Web provides every Internet citizen access to an abundance of information, but difficulty increases in 
identifying the relevant piece of information. Popular Search engine uses log for keeping track of user activities including user 
queries, click-through and their behavior. Research in web mining tries to address this problem by discovering knowledge from 
user logs. We propose an approach to discover patterns that can predict user’s search, without aid of remote server. Our method 
analyses user’s interactions by constructing FP-tree, which facilitates in producing templates from the user logs. Consensus tree 
growth is restricted and templates are obtained from leaves, which assist user’s searching process with precision. We show the 
effectiveness of our method on realistic web logs and explore the tradeoff between prediction’s accuracy and usefulness. Test 
results show the improved algorithm has lower complexity of time and space, and fit the capacity of memory. 
 
Keywords: frequent pattern mining, web log mining, CBFP mining, FP-tree, data mining. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
   As more organizations make use of the Internet and World-Wide Web (WWW) to convey information, (Berners-Lee et al, 1994) 
it has overwhelmed home computer users with an enormous deluge of information. For any topic one can think of, he can find 
pieces of information made available by internet, ranging from individual users, which post an inventory of their record collection, 
to major companies that do business over the web. The abundance of information, web users need, require assistance for finding, 
sorting, and filtering. Beyond search engines, which are already in use, research requires concentration on the development of the 
agents that are high-level interface to the web (Etzioni & Weld, 1994), as well as automated answering systems (Scheffer, 2004). 
Many of these systems are based on machine learning and data mining techniques. Just as data mining aims at discovering 
valuable information that is available in conventional databases, the emerging field of web mining aims at finding and extracting 
relevant information that is hidden in web-related data, particularly in (hyper-) text documents published on the web. The web as a 
whole appears as the largest unstructured data source, though the data on the web sites is structured.  

Almost all web sites have searching function, and the search engines under use are confronting the following troubles (Lin et al., 
2003); over abundance: Most of the data on the web are of no interest to most people. In other words, even though there is a lot of 
data on the web, an individual query will retrieve only a very small subset of it. Limited coverage: Search engines often provide 
results from a subset of the web pages. Because of the extreme size of the web, it is impossible to search the entire web at any time 
a query is submitted. Instead most search engines create indices that are updated periodically. When a query is posted, only the 
index is directly accessed. Limited query: Most search engines access on simple keyword-based searching, retrieve or order pages 
based on popularity of pages. Limited customization: Query results are determined only by query itself, often dependent on the 
background and knowledge of the user. The focus of this paper is to provide an overall view of how to use frequent pattern mining 
techniques for discovering different types of patterns in a web log database.  

The conventional approaches to web site evaluation need to be revised (Cooley et al., 1999). The web of the search engine 
allows users to post keyword queries to a search engine, for finding articles related to queries and to browse organized articles 
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under a hierarchical structure of several levels. It is well known that queries for web search engines are often too short to contain 
sufficient information to discriminate ambiguous documents. It was tried to infer this information from server-side web logs 
(Mobasher et al, 2000). The information contained in a web log includes the IP-address of the client, the page that has been 
retrieved, the time at which the request was initiated, the page from which the link originated, the browsing agent used, etc. The 
log keeps user’s queries and their clicks, as well as their browsing activities. The file is quite large: one-day log would be over 
several hundred megabytes in size. The purpose of web-log mining is to improve web performance by utilizing the mined pattern. 
Unless additional information is available for informative search terms, there is no way to determine the information that a user 
browse is relevant or not. User queries posted directly to search engine, results in furnishing information based solely on the 
keywords. In this paper we tried to reduce the time of searching, unnecessary queries to remote search engine. Instead, our 
technique provides necessary and required information based on past previous log information obtained from local proxy server. In 
particular, we apply data mining to extract useful and implicit knowledge from web logs, which keep traces of information, during 
users’ visit of web pages on web servers. If same query posted again, our technique provides direct link obtained from mined log 
information, otherwise query being sent to remote server side.  Indeed, data mining is a process of discovering/extracting implicit 
and useful knowledge from large data sets. Data mining is very promising, since popular web sites get millions of hits each single 
day, and since traditional or humanly methods would be infeasible to analyze such logs. The log used in this paper is from a 
popular commercial search engine that is currently in use.  
   In this paper, we develop and integrate two techniques in order to find interesting frequent patterns or templates from weblog, in 
order to support the informative search term of the search engine. First, a novel, compact FP tree like TRIE data structure is 
constructed (Grahne et al., 2000; Han et al, 2000; Pei et al., 2001; Pei et al., 2000; Zaki and Hsiao 2002; Agarwal 2001; Srikant et 
al., 1997; White and Drucker, 2007) which is an extended prefix tree structure, storing quantitative information about the frequent 
hits of a web page from weblogs. Every node of consensus tree points in the tree describes how they are classified for easier access 
of the pattern or templates, and path from root to some leaf will give information about keywords, location, time, etc., for each web 
page or web object obtained from web logs. Leaf of the consensus tree contains value to a special index referencing the buckets to 
store the templates for each frequently accessed web object. The tree growth restriction, keywords mutation, predicting existence 
of a template is discussed in this paper later. The FP growth method ensures in finding frequent pattern or templates along with 
relative keyword list using least frequent item as a suffix, offering good selectivity. 
   Second, using the strategy of constrained based mining (Mannila and Toivonen 1997; De Raedt & Kramer, 2001; Han et al, 
1999; Garofalakis et al., 1999; Ng et al., 1998; Lee and DeRaedt, 2004), we restrict growth of FP-tree like TRIE using user-
specified constraints (Ng R et al, 1998). Constraint Based mining allows us to focus on restraining the growth of consensus tree by 
providing additional mining constraints like level (Han, et al., 1999) and rule constraints (Lee and DeRaedt, 2004). Level 
constraint focus on the mutation of keywords for a web object along with pruning the level of least accessed. Rule constraint focus 
to prune the template available in the leaf of the FP tree (Srikant and Agrawal,, 1996; Pei et al., 2001; Grahne et al., 2000). 
Integrating two techniques, a new mechanism is developed known as web log mined using CBFP mining algorithm (Constraint 
Based Frequent Pattern mining) on web log for generalized queries with reasonable time and space complexities.  CBFP mining 
algorithm constructs a TRIE structure which provides templates, keywords and article relating to a query, and proposes, based on 
the downward closure property, narrowing down the search into level-wise search strategy. CBFP mining algorithm is proposed 
for finding useful generalized templates, associating keywords of the queries with targetted articles. CBFP mining algorithm will 
process much faster than traditional search methods. Consensus tree path will be same for a particular article keyed in by many 
users with similar query, and templates summarised, will be a direct answer to future searches by similar user keying queries. 
CBFP mining algorithm will generalize keywords that can match new queries not made previously, making templates more 
general and precise. CBFP mining algorithm provides clear views of the templates and will locate the article, which users are 
mostly interested. CBFP mining algorithm is proposed based on two points. The first one is we search for frequent keywords of 
any length among URL sequences from a web log. The second one is that we search for all instances URL in the input logs. An 
implicit user-defined constraint plays a vital role in pruning the search space of the FP-tree and reduces searching time.  
   Previous works focused on mining mainly to change the web structure for easier browsing (Craven et al., 1999; Sundaresan and 
Yi, 2000), predicting browsing behaviours for prefetching (Zaine et al. 1998; Boyan, 1996), or predicting user preference for 
active advertising (Pei et al., 2000; Perkowitz, 1997).Some works have been done on data mining system to discover useful 
patterns or templates from web server log (Ling et al, 2001) or to describe users’ interest based on semantic (Li et al., 2008), as 
well as on consideration of length pattern with position of webpage (Ou et al., 2008), or have been designed specifically for 
Apache module (Heung et al., 2009). Few works used data mining to gather statistical information for better weighing and ranking 
of the document. In previous technique, results can be obtained from newly appended data into web log without details of previous 
/ old data, offering minimum support and setting confidence value a trivial one, while handling large log data. Dependence 
between page accesses and calculation over the appearance of user access sequences frequency is not effective for various users. 
All these works suffer from the problem of requiring a large search space and from ineffectiveness in handling long patterns. In 
this paper, we focus on two factors, i.e., the order of dependencies between page accesses and calculation of frequencies of user 
access sequences, which characterize the performance of our technique. The aim and scope of this paper is to offer 
recommendations for developing future personalization services and to report on initial findings on a specific aspect that is highly 
relevant for personalization: the study of user sessions. We propose a novel data mining technique that discovers useful and 
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interesting patterns and/or templates based on past and recent logs that will lead to future interest/use. The term 
interesting/interestingness describe how and to what extent the articles or web pages contribute to a users’ interest/utilize (in terms 
of keywords). The proposed technique improves the performance significantly to avoid time consuming scanning, comparisons 
and searching. While travelling through the path of tree, scanning and comparisons are minimized, filtering out unnecessary 
templates, and constraints, helping to interpret mined templates, predicting  users’ future request. 
   The remaining part of the paper dwells as follows:  Section 2: Surveys related work. Section 3: Discussing the CBFP mining 
algorithm in detail. Section 4: It furnishes results obtained from our mining system. Finally, Section 5 delivers the conclusion of 
the paper. 
 
2. Existing methodologies 
 

Most of the previous approaches dwelt with mainly analysing the contents of web documents (content mining) or the graph 
structure of the web (structure mining) and/or user-specific browsing recommendations (Armstrong et al, 1995; Pazzani et al, 
1996; Balabanovic and Shoham, 1995). A series of tools to retrieve, store, and to analyze the data extracted from log files have 
been designed and implemented (Maristella et al, 2007). WebWatcher system (Armstrong et al, 1995) predicts which links on the 
currently viewed page are most interesting to the user’s search goal, that has to be specified in advance, and recommends the user 
to follow these links, or explicit feedback about interesting or not interesting pages (Pazzani et al, 1996). Based on the web users 
interest, web page Recommendations are done with Web Utilization Miner (Spiliopoulou 1999) is a publicly available, 
prototypical system that allows mining web logs using advanced association rule discovery algorithms. Special techniques have to 
be used to infer the browsing paths (so-called click streams) of individual users (Cooley et al, 1999). Some, individuals are rightly 
concerned over the deliberate sharing of their information mined and analyze learners’ preferences, wishing to prevent breaches 
(Rosie, 2009; Man et al., 2009; Kumar, 2009).  For restructuring web sites (Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000), association rule are 
defined for matching user queries with web using formal concept analysis (YaJun and Haiming, 2010), predicting browsing 
behaviors for prefetching (Zaine et al., 1998; Boyan et al., 1996), personalizing web services (Mobasher et al., 2000; Mobasher et 
al., 2002; Pierrakos et al., 2003), for describing user’s interest based on semantic (Chen Li et al., 2008), classification and 
prediction based on character N-grams (Liu and Keselji, 2007), predicting browsing behaviors for prefetching (Zaine et al., 1998; 
Boyan 1996), optimizing search engines (Joachims, 2002), predicting user preference for active advertising (Pei et al, 
2000),frequent traverse pattern with consideration of length of pattern, along with position of webpage (Ou et al., 2008), 
recognizing web spiders (Tan and Kumar, 2002) and Mining focused to change the web structure for easier browsing (Craven et 
al., 1999; Sundaresan and Yi, 2000). Double prediction-by-partial-match scheme (DPS) designed based on the memory aware 
request specifically for Apache module (Heung et al., 2009).  Web access data are made available in Doubly-linked tree, access 
patterns are obtained using recursive algorithms (Ratnesh et al., 2009). Re-mining overhead with old and new log data is handled 
by incremental web traversal pattern mining algorithm (Jia-Ching et al., 2009), but using static projected link matrix. A self-
supervised learning handle method (Nguyen et al., 2010) handle sequence labeling problem and achieve precision based on 
selective attributes. For more scalability and profile tracking, used unsupervised niche clustering algorithm, which suffers in 
handling large volume of log data (Hawwash and Nasraoui, 2010). The generalized fuzzy association rules are mined from logs 
considering users’ interest and semantic annotated content (Rui, 2010; Panagiotis et al., 2010), which cannot project future 
interest, unable to handle large log data, and not applicable to more complex taxonomic nature. Existing predictive prefetching 
algorithm that uses a graph called Dependency Graph (DG) (Griffioen and Appleton, 1995), text compression domain called 
Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) (Padmanabhan and Mogul, 1996), WM  and WMo method using association rules among user 
access (Yannis et al,2003) needs synthetic data generator. DG algorithm needs fixed length of the transaction and regular 
refreshing of cache. DG achieves low performance and accuracy with decreasing usefulness and network traffic. PPM algorithm 
handles maximum length of the transaction and predicts preceding document within request streams. PPM efficiency examined 
with pruning criteria; it’s overhead in selecting confidence and support value. WMo and WM algorithm outperforms DG and PPM 
in terms of accuracy and usefulness for same network traffic. WMo and WM algorithm has effective prefetching with space 
restriction, low overhead in network traffic. WMo and WM algorithms prediction with new transaction are handled less effectively, 
association rule framing based on new transaction influenced by support and confidence value not feasible. Knowledge 
management requirement for web log mining are expressed by David (2008). The purpose of our project is to find useful templates 
with improved speed and accuracy. Secondly, it is to discover the topics, in which users are mostly and clearly interested (means 
related to user’s interest). We design CBFP mining algorithm that provides clear views of the templates and it will discover the 
article which users are mostly interested, for improving search engine’s performance. 
 
3. Constraint Based Frequent Pattern Mining Algorithm 
 

In traditional methods, in order to evaluate the measure of user’s interest, a group of users would have to be selected. Certain 
activities that they are expected to perform would have to be identified and their actions recorded while performing these tasks. It 
is impractical and costly to carry out this each time. To evaluate the web site, the data is automatically recorded by the web server. 
All the activities that take place on a web site are recorded in a file called web server log. For the task of applying data mining 
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techniques, we extract information from web data in order to understand and better serve the needs of users navigating on the web 
(Srivastava et al. 2000). In this work, patterns are discovered by applying the frequent pattern mining methods i.e. CBFP mining 
algorithm on the log data. For this reason the log data have to be converted in the preprocessing phase such that the output of the 
conversion can be used as the input of the algorithm. Pattern analysis means understanding the results obtained by the algorithms 
and drawing conclusions. In pattern analysis, local proxy server enables our technique to analyse information retrieved are relevant 
to user or not, using feedback for each accessed article. 
   Figure 1 shows the process of mining algorithm. As can be seen, the input of the process is the log data. The data has to be 
preprocessed in order to have the appropriate input for the mining algorithms. The different methods need different input formats, 
and thus the preprocessing phase can provide three types of output data. First, the frequent patterns discovery phase needs only the 
web pages visited by a given user. In this case the sequences of the pages are irrelevant and the duplication of the same pages is 
omitted. Second, if a page was visited more than once by a given user in a user-defined time interval, then it is relevant as well. 
For this reason the preprocessing module of the whole system provides the sequences of web pages by users or user sessions. 
Third, for mining not only the sequences are needed but also the keywords used in a query for a web pages, visited by a given user. 
In this case the backward navigations are omitted; only the forward navigations are relevant, which form a tree for each set of 
keywords of a particular web page. After the discovery has been achieved, the analysis of the patterns follows. The whole mining 
process is an illustrative task which is depicted by the feedback in Figure 1. Depending on the results of the analysis either the 
parameters of the preprocessing step can be tuned (i.e. by choosing another time interval to determine the sessions of the users) or 
only the parameters of the mining algorithms (In this case that means the minimum support threshold). In this work the aim of 
mining is to discover the generalized templates from pages frequently visited at the same time, and to discover the page for 
corresponding keywords. The results obtained is used to allow users to view all templates (both simple and generalized) or 
generalized templates only, view templates sorted by different ways, and display templates in different level of details. The 
discovery of the templates can provide insights to the web editors as to what topics users are mostly interested in. When 
incorporated with the regular search engine, those templates can improve the search speed.  

 

 
 

Figure 1 Overall process of mining algorithm 
 

202.161.108.167 - - [01/Feb/2003:00:00:03 +1100] "GET /timetables/city /2003s1/ cc 
4logo.gif HTTP/1.1" 206 14102 "http://www.cs. rmit.edu.au/ timetables /city/2003s1/ 
cover.html""Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 98)" 
 
213.183.13.65 - - [01/Feb/2003:00:00:16 +1100] "GET /˜winikoff/palm/dev.html 
HTTP/1.1" 302 244 "http:// www.google.de/search? q=sources+onboardc+ examples&ie 
=UTF-8 &oe=UTF-8&hl=de&meta=" "Scooter/3.3" 

Figure 2 Sample Web Access Log 
 
3.1 User activity Logs: The web of the search engine consists of a search engine, with well-versed articles (written by experts of 
various domains) as answers to the user queries, and a well organized hierarchy of articles for browsing (but one cannot use both 
interchangeably). The users’ activities are recorded in the raw IIS log files, which keep a lot of information about each user’s 
access to the web server been used. Each log entry includes an anonymous session identifier, a timestamp, and the URL of the 
visited web page as shown in Figure 2. 

From these and similar interaction logs, user trails can be reconstructed using the methodology defined by White and Drucker 
(White and Drucker, 2007). We extracted such trails from the logs of users of the Windows Live Toolbar. For each user, 
interaction logs were grouped based on browser identifier information. Within each browser instance, user navigation was 
summarized as a path known as a browser trail, from the first to the last web page visited in that browser. Located within some of 
these trails are search trails that originated with a query submission to a commercial search engine; it is these search trails that we 

Log Generation 

Log Preprocessing

CBFP mining algorithm

Pattern Analysis

Template Generation
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use to train the algorithms described in the following sections. After originating with a query submission to a search engine, search 
trails proceed until a point of termination where it is assumed that the user has completed their information-seeking activity or has 
addressed a particular aspect of their information need. Trails must contain pages that are either search result pages, or pages 
connected to a search result page via a sequence of clicked hyperlinks. Extracting search trails using this methodology also goes 
some way toward handling multi-tasking, where users run multiple searches concurrently. Since users may open a new browser 
window (or tab) for each task, each task has its own browser trail, and a corresponding distinct search trail. To reduce the amount 
of “noise” from pages unrelated to the active search task that may pollute our data, search trails are terminated when one of the 
following events occurs:  

o User submits a new search query;  
o User navigates to their homepage, initiates a web-based email session, or visits a page that requires authentication, types a 

URL or visits a bookmarked page;  
o A page is viewed for more than 30 minutes with no activity;  
o The user closes the active browser window.  

On average, there are around 5 steps per search trail. These works carried out by preprocessing phase on log entry includes an 
anonymous session identifier, a timestamp, and the URL of the visited web page. 
 
3.2 Data Preprocessing: The raw web log data is usually diverse and incomplete and difficult to be used directly for further pattern 
mining. The users’ activities are recorded in the raw IIS log files, which keep a lot of information about each user’s access to the 
web server. Preprocessing helps our mining algorithm to produce a generalized one by pairing one-keyword queries on generalized 
template. In order to process it, we need to: 

3.2.1 Data Cleaning: To learn from the web logs, the first task is to perform data cleaning by breaking apart a long sequence of 
visits by the users into user sessions. Each user session consists of only the pages visited by a user in a row. Since we are only 
dealing with web server logs, the best we could do is to take an intelligent guess as to which pages in a long sequence belong to a 
single user session. As we will see, a strong indicator is the time interval between two successive visits. When the time exceeds the 
average time it takes a person to read a web page, there is a strong indication that the user has left the browser to do other things. 
In the web logs, a user can be identified by an individual IP address, although using the IP address to identify the users is not 
reliable. Several users may share the same IP address, and the same user may be assigned different IP address at different times. In 
addition, the same user may make different sequences of visits at different times. Thus, data cleaning means to separate the visiting 
sequence of pages into visiting sessions. Most work in mining employ a predefined time interval to find the visiting sessions. For 
example, one can use a two-hour time limit as the separating time interval between two consecutive visiting sessions, because 
people usually do not spend two hours on a single web page. Sometimes it is possible to obtain more information about user 
sessions than using a fixed time interval. By learning the grouping of web pages and web sites, one can find more meaningful 
session separator. The work by Lou et al. (2002) provides a method to use clustering analysis to find the group of related web 
servers visited by users from a web proxy server. If a user jumps from one group of related server to another, then it is highly 
likely that the user ends one session and starts another. Using this information to cut and pick the web pages, more accurate user 
session knowledge can be obtained. 

3.3.2 User Identification: To identify the users, one simple method is requiring the users to identify themselves, by logging in 
before using the web-site or system. Another approach is to use cookies for identifying the visitors of a web-site by storing a 
unique ID. However, these two methods are not general enough because they depend on the application domain and the quality of 
the source data, thus in our system we only set them as an option. More detail should be implemented according to different 
application domains. We have implemented a more general method to identify user based on Cooley et al. (1999). We have three 
criteria: 

1. A new IP indicates a new user. 
2. The same IP but different web browsers, or different operating systems, in terms of type and version, means a new user. 
3. Suppose the topology of a site is available, if a request for a page originates from the same IP address as other already 

visited pages, and no direct hyperlink exists between these pages, it indicates a new user (Option). 
 

3.2.3 Session Identification: Identification of the user sessions is also very important because it will largely affects the quality of 
pattern discovery result. A user session can be defined as a set of pages visited by the same user within the duration of one 
particular visit to a web-site. According to Wu et al. (1998), Pei et al. (2000) and Perkowitz (1997), a set of pages visited by a 
specific user is considered as a single user session if the pages are requested at a time interval not larger than a specified time 
period. In our system, we set this period to 30 minutes. We filter out documents that are not requested directly by users. These are 
image requests or CSS requests in the log that are retrieved automatically after accessing requests to a document page containing 
links to these files and some half-baked requests. Their existence will not help us to do the comparison among all the different 
methods. We consider web log data as a sequence of distinct web pages, where subsequences, such as user sessions can be 
observed by unusually long gaps between consecutive requests. 
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Table 1 Combined Log File Format 
Field Name Description 

host IP/DNS address of the http client that made the request 
rfc931 Client identification according to rfc 931. 

authuser Login name used by the client for authentication. 
datetime The date and time stamp of the http request, and the time-zone of the server. 

request The http request contains the requested resource (e. g. “index.html”), the 
http method (e. g. “GET”) and the http protocol version (e. g. “1.1”). 

statuscode This field indicates the success or failure of the http request. 
bytes Number of bytes transferred 

referrer The URL the client visited before coming to the website. 
useragent Web browser and operating system used by the client. 

 
The description of the attributes shown in Table 1 reveals that log file data primarily focuses on technical issues and is weakly 

structured. Therefore, it is merely possible to analyze log files instantaneously to gain insight into visitor behavior. Consequently, 
it is necessary to carry out different steps to prepare log file data. These steps are formalized within the web log mining process 
model, which is discussed in the following section. 

The patterns have to be evaluated by domain experts and might be deployed in order to support decisions at the operational 
level. All these steps together build the super ordinate concept of data mining which is an integrated process of gaining 
information from data. In the context of log file, the concept of web log mining applies. The results of the log pre-processing phase 
are shown in Table 2. 
 
3.3 CBFP mining algorithm: Previous experiments show that existing algorithm does not produce satisfactory results: only a few 
useful templates are produced. The first reason is that the generalization step of introducing [any] into templates is often too bold: 
such templates cover too many queries incorrectly, and thus have a low accuracy. Second, many keywords have slightly different 
spellings (sometimes with a minor spelling error) and thus are not regarded as the same, preventing possible generalization. Third, 
many keywords are synonyms; but since they are spelled differently, they cannot be treated as the same for possible generalization. 
Fourth, one-keyword queries are not paired for generalization, since it would inevitably produce an overly generalized template 
“article ID ← [any]”. Tree constructed by CBFP mining algorithm address the first problem using level constraints. Rests, are 
handled by rule constraints used by CBFP mining algorithm. The algorithm uses the basic idea and techniques of Apriori 
algorithm and FP tree method. Algorithm employs level-wise and explore pattern based on downward traversal.  

 
Table 2 Cleansed Log Format 

Field Name Description 
Date The date on which the activity occurred 
Time The time the activity occurred. 

IP Address The IP address of the client that accessed the Server. 
URL The resource accessed: for example, an HTML page, a CGI program, or a script. 

User Agent The browser used on the client. 
 
The log obtained from preprocessing phase is given to CBFP mining algorithm for constructing consensus tree. In the FP tree 

technique, each frequent pattern obtained from the leave of tree. Each piece of user log information is meant for constructing or 
updating consensus tree. The path of the tree, from root to some leaf represents information about the article, used for level 
constraint and rule constraint. Each node of the tree represents the classification of all articles, which help in updating the article. A 
node can have path to different other node of the level next to it. A single path covers too many queries correctly since their article 
and keywords posted by user is different, hence accuracy of accessing article based on the number of keywords and their meaning 
results in better accuracy. A constraint on particular node is applicable to its entire descending node, so tree also has downward 
closure property. Level-wise search strategy used for finding frequent articles and corresponding keywords. FP tree like TRIE 
structure (called consensus tree) for shared representation obtaining generalized templates and level-wise search strategy for 
predicting the future user’s interestingness of an article. In consensus tree constructed by CBFP mining algorithm is shown in 
Figure 3. The consensus generalize one-keyword queries pairing, since it would inevitably produce an overly generalized template 
The level-wise search of article along with their keywords starts from the root of the tree. Each node in level-1 of the tree 
represents the different type of search engine (we can have another level to represents the time-zone), and level-2 shows the 
number of keywords used in a query. Each leaf contains pointer to all articles belonged to it. Each leaf is organized and contains 
pointer to the bucket where the article resides. Each leaf may split and combine based on extendible hashing technique. Extendible 
hashing technique is used for storing article, each article being connected to a link list. The   link list contains keyword of user 
query, corresponding to user click through on that article. Depth of consensus tree is same for all nodes. The growth of the 
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consensus tree is constrained using level-wise and rule constraint. CBFP mining algorithm has a reasonable time complexity and 
space complexity. 

An important class of web data mining problem is mining of path traversal patterns, which can be used to decide the next likely 
web page requests based on significant statistical correlations. If such a sequence appears frequently enough, then this sequence 
indicates a frequent traversal pattern. However, most previous studies of path traversal pattern mining are based on the model of a 
uniform support threshold without taking into consideration important factors such as the length of the pattern, the positions of 
web pages, etc. Level-wise constraint decides existence of a node in same level for consensus tree. Consensus tree is initially 
constructed with preprocessed log information with above said levels. The article traverses through the path of the consensus tree 
based on the information like time, type of search engine and keywords used in user query. Each node of consensus tree will check 
the level constraint when information traverses based on adaptive threshold. While an article travels through the path of the 
consensus tree, each node’s θi,j value in consensus path will be incremented.  θi,j is number of articles visited ith node in jth level of 
the consensus tree (sometimes referred as support value of node).  A ith node in jth level of consensus tree is deleted when conf(Өi,j) 
< Li

δ, referred as Level-wise constraint. The confidence value (conf(Өi,j)) obtained using Өi,j value of the current node ith in jth 
level of the consensus tree, and sum of all Ө value of the j+1th level nodes such as  

1,..2,1,)( +== ∑ jkconf
kijij θθθ       (1) 

Adaptive Threshold value Lδ for ith node is calculated as  
( )( ) ( )( )( )∑ +≈ 1,, jkjii confconfL θθδ      (2) 

Based on the support and confidence value a node in the consensus tree is removed. Deletion of node happens when there is no 
user event with particular web server or search engine. 

 
Figure 3 FP-tree constructed by CBFP mining algorithm 

 
Rule constraint handles two problems; firstly, many keywords have slightly different spellings (sometimes with a minor spelling 

error) and thus are not regarded as the same, preventing possible generalization. Secondly, many keywords are synonyms; 
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however, since they are spelled differently, they cannot be treated the same for possible generalization. Rule constraint handles 
both issues using mutation factor along with WordNet (Miller, 1995). Rule constraint are applied on each article whether they exist 
or not, based on the articles accessed information obtained from preprocessed log. Rule constraint is check on leaf node of the 
consensus tree only. Each leaf node contain pointer, points to which bucket (B1, B2, B3 …), article’s detail to be stored. Leaf 
reference is the index structure of extendible hashing technique. Article’s name alone fetched from the URL link, and given to the 
hash function will specify bucket allocated for that article. Bucket size is decided in such way that a single access load into 
memory leads to faster access of template. Extendible hashing technique decides when bucket is to be estranged and merged. 
Bucket is estranged or merged when numbers of articles in it are greater or lesser than some threshold value. Rule constraints are 
applied on the article x in the ith bucket for their existence exi in the consensus tree, based on the values of following factors, hit 
ratio hxi time (include user time + session time), mutation value mxi, semantic factor sxi, grace period gxi  and alive factor axi. Rule 
constraints and their factor are checked while updating consensus tree along with all factor. The hit ratio hxi is total number of time 
article accessed by user, obtained from preprocessed log. Each article is given a grace period gxi helps in predicting the user 
interestingness, based on the hxi and when they accessed lastly.  Alive factor axi contain flag value, 0 represent article deletion, 
when updating consensus tree and 1 represent article existence in bucket till gxi expires.  Alive factor axi initially 1 for new article, 
changed when gxi expires in next updating process and article deleted when no new information available in next updating process. 
Article (axi=0) exist during next update based on hxi and gxi. Existence of an article x in ith bucket calculated as 

( ) ( )
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α, β, γ are adaptive threshold values given based on the user’s interestingness. The definition of adaptive threshold has been 
given above. However, without specific knowledge, it is very difficult and intricate for users to set adaptive threshold for every 
single web page. If the support threshold is set too high, users cannot obtain enough rules. Therefore, users have to set a lower 
threshold and conduct the mining again, which may or may not lead to results of better quality. If the threshold is too small, there 
may be an excessive number of rules for the users and the runtime may be unacceptably long. To overcome this problem, we need 
an automatic and reasonable methodology to provide the determination of support threshold of web documents. Therefore, we 
introduce the general probabilistic framework based on the Markov chains which can be used to determine the adaptive threshold 
of each web page. A Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic process defined over a set of states S in terms of a matrix P of 
transition probabilities. The entry Pi,j in the transition probability matrix P is the probability that the next state will be j, given that 
the current state is i. Thus, for all i, j Є S, we have 0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ 1, and ∑jPi,j=1. The adaptive threshold of the newly identified mining 
model as the following formulas:  
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where |D| is the size of the log, μp is the mean recurrence time of page P, and m Є [0, 1] is a parameter to determine the 
relationship between the interestingness of web pages and the mean recurrence time. Sth is employed for pruning some obsolete 
rules whose web pages have very low expected occurrence frequencies. Hence the values of α, β and γ are approximately equal to 
Markov chain Threshold value, which leads to results in better quality. We resemble user’s interest with adaptive threshold values 
(α, β, γ), without specific knowledge and user’s involvement in each and every single web page. 

Each article contains a pointer to header of the link list, which contains keyword of user query. CBFP mining algorithm 
considers both syntactic constraints and semantic constraints. The syntactic constraints are handled by mutation factor, whereas for 
semantic constraints using WordNet (Miller 1995), a value is calculated for semantic factor. Keyword is subjected to mutation 
process. The mutation process carried out with keyword exchange is referred to as external mutation. Keyword (may be one or 
more) are compared with the existing ones for number of character vary, referred as internal mutation. The two processes handle 
the problem of many keywords having slightly different spellings (sometimes with a minor spelling error) and thus are not 
regarded as the same, preventing possible generalization. Based on the internal and external mutation, mutation factor mxi value is 
obtained. Sometimes, many keywords are synonyms; but since they are spelled differently, they cannot be treated as the same for 
possible generalization, where mutation process fails. We used WordNet to generate such a hierarchy automatically. A problem 
occurred is that most keywords have different senses or meanings, which in turn, have different parents in the hierarchy. We adopt 
the first, or the most frequently used meaning of each keyword in the WordNet. WordNet useful generalization of the two queries 
is that minor differences in the spelling of the same keyword are regarded as different keywords and keywords having very similar 
meanings but with different spellings. WordNet is used as analytical tool which generalize keywords give semantic value. 
Keyword created or removed forms a node in link list based on the mxi and sxi. The preprocessed log contains information shown in 
Table 2. For each article i, number of keywords and Keyword list are separated, given to mutation process. In mutation process, 
keywords are first subjected to internal mutation and find semantic factor sxi using WordNet (Miller 1995). If number of keywords 
is more than one, they are subjected to external mutation. In external mutation the order of the keywords are changed and their 
semantic factor sxi’ are calculated with WordNet. For each possibilities (in ordering of keywords) the semantic factor sxi’1, sxi’2, 
sxi’3,… are calculated and used in calculating mutation factor mxi for an article i. The mxi value is calculated as  
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where Sxi’ is the highest semantic value among sxi’1, sxi’2, sxi’3,… values. The value of Sxi’=0 means single keyword or external 
mutation of keywords has no semantic. The mutation factor mxi assigned to particular order of keywords that resulted after 
mutation process. With mxi value keywords differences in the spelling of the same keyword are regarded as different keywords and 
keywords having very similar meanings but with different spellings are resolved, which also helps in retrieving process. 

The consensus FP tree is constructed based on the information obtained from the preprocessing phase. From preprocessed log 
keyword list of each articles are given to mutation process, and obtain mxi value and sequence order of the keywords. For each 
article’s number of keywords, mxi, and keyword list are given to hash function of extensible hashing technique. The hash value is 
nothing but a pointer to a specific bucket where article along with keywords are stored. We bind the hash value, user agent, date, 
time, and number of keywords along with articles traverse through the consensus tree. When an article traverses through each node 
in the path of the tree, node will be updated with the hash value of each article, and incremented Өi,j value.  Өi, j value will be 
increment for a particular node based on level of the tree, since each level deals with separate information such as first level deal 
with user agent, second level deal with number of keywords and so on. Finally article is stored in bucket based on the hash value. 
Here article can be directly stored in the buckets but lacks in different level of abstraction of information regarding article. We can 
obtain information from consensus tree such as all article accessed using a particular user agent, single or multiple search keyword 
articles, article starting with particular strings. Each node of consensus tree contains hash value of all articles that has visited it. 
Based on stored article’s hash value, we can abstract all articles that belong to particular level/node of consensus tree (which has 
specific information). Each node/level/article’s existence is constrained using above said factors. 

The generalized template generated by CBFP mining algorithm acquired using sequential scan on all leaf nodes of the consensus 
tree helps in improving the performance of the search engine. Pattern analysis phase reveals precision and coverage of the 
generalized templates. Accuracy and coverage are two numbers for evaluating such a template. Pattern analysis uses accuracy as a 
factor to evaluate template or pattern obtained. Accuracy of a template means covering user queries by correctly generated 
template, along with incorrectly covered templates. Coverage (Cx) is the number of original user queries that are correctly covered 
(or predicted) by this template, and accuracy is the percentage of queries that correctly covered. Let Δx is the number of queries 
incorrectly covered by a template (when users clicked a different article) then accuracy ≈ ∑xCx / ∑x (Cx+Δx) (6). The templates 
represent a set of user queries with the same or similar intention, and keywords associated with an article as an answer. CBFP 
mining algorithm use level constraint as monotonic and rule constraint as anti-monotonic property (Lee & De Raedt, 2004). A 
template with the maximum coverage while the accuracy is above a threshold is chosen. All queries covered by the new template 
are removed, and the process repeats until no new templates can be generated. The patterns obtained from the consensus tree are 
beneficial, and can provide insights into the web editors so as to what topics users are mostly interested in. When incorporated 
with regular search engine, these templates can improve the search speed, as well as the recall and precision of the search engine.  
 
4. Experiment and results 

 
The log data can be collected at the server-side, client-side, proxy servers, or obtained from an organization’s database (which 

contains business data or consolidated web data). A web proxy acts as an intermediate level of caching and can be used to reduce 
the loading time of a web page faced by users at work, as network traffic load at the server and client side (Cohen et al., 1998). 
The performance of proxy caches depends on their ability to predict future page requests correctly. Proxy traces may reveals the 
actual HTTP requests correctly. Proxy traces may reveal the actual HTTP requests from multiple clients to multiple web servers. 
We used IIS log data source for characterizing the browsing behavior of a group of anonymous users sharing a common proxy 
server. In this work, we hold that user requested is retrieved entirely from the original web servers or from a web cache before 
being sent to the users. Web documents or objects have different sizes, while a cache only has a finite size. In cache requested 
documents appears, and user can be satisfied immediately, which is called a hit; otherwise, the documents fetched from the 
original server, which is termed as miss. The hit rate is ratio between the number of requests that hit in the proxy cache and the 
total number of requests. The hit ratio is an even more realistic measure of performance for our algorithm; it is the ratio between 
the number of bytes that hit in the proxy cache and total number of bytes requested. Experiments are conducted with different 
cache sizes. The size of the cache is expressed in terms of the percentage of the total number of bytes of all objects in a web log.  
The algorithm was constructed with an offline mining system of two days raw IIS log files obtained from local proxy server, and 
time was calculated for log pre-process, along with tree construction. CBFP technique discovers templates in different level of 
abstraction from the consensus tree based on the number of keywords. Templates obtained from user log, are more reliable and 
interesting templates are found, since more queries will be asked for each article, and over generalized templates would be 
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rejected. Pattern evaluation tests how effectively those templates help to improve the search engine performance. We test with 
template matching mechanism into actual search engine. We run the algorithm with generated synthetic logs referred as training 
log data, to check the effectiveness of the templates mined from the training log. We measure the testing queries that are matched 
with the templates, benefited from using templates. CBFP mining algorithm predicted the templates those queries are the same as 
what templates predicted with optimal speed. The running time of mining algorithm is calculated with tree hierarchy as well as 
with syntax and semantic prediction using Word Net. We obtained better result tuning the threshold values, which allow us to find 
out which template produces good results.  The CBFP mining algorithm runs with optimal precision with better overall 
performance, as they have much higher recall. Considering that we need to predict whether the templates last for future user 
queries, done with consensus tree information. The templates generated produce good results in predicting the users’ interest 
measure based on the threshold values used in construction of the consensus tree. Our algorithm differs much larger and more 
general, and it is automatically generate templates over keywords. CBFP mining algorithm guide the rule induction process, since 
the templates build from consensus tree which extract the rules, are pruned  by deleting  with care that they will not affect the 
predictive accuracy.  

 
Figure 4 Maximum number of node created by consensus tree 

 
Figure 5 Running time of CBFP mining algorithm in milliseconds 
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Figure 6 Space requriment for leaf node of consensus tree 

 
Figure 7 Space requirement for non-leaf node of consensus tree 

 

 
Figure 8 Number of article vs number of keywords 
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Figure 9 Accuracy of templates maximum number of node created by consensus tree 

 
Figure 4 shows maximum number of nodes created including leaf and non leaf node. Figure 5 reveals running time (millisecond) 

of CBFP mining algorithm for raw log file slower than training log data, since raw log contains wide range of article, the time 
consumed by mutation and semantic process of the CBFP technique. Space complexities of CBFP mining algorithm are shown in 
Figure 6 & Figure 7. In consensus tree non leaf node creation are constrained based on level constraints shown in Figure 7, where 
in Figure 6 leaf node creations highly influenced by mxi and sxi. Figure 8 shows how templates are more generalized using CBFP 
mining algorithm. The generalized templates evaluated using Accuracy, means covering user queries correctly by generated 
template shown in Figure 9 with number of hits. Based on results, algorithm show apt result for training log data; with raw log data 
it shows optimal results.  

Existing predictive prefetching algorithm uses a graph called Dependency Graph (DG) (Griffioen et al, 1995), text compression 
domain called Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) (Padmanabhan et al, 1996),WM  and WMo method using association rules 
among user access (Yannis et al,2003) needs synthetic data generator. DG algorithm was set equal to length of the transaction; and 
for the need to flush cache after completion of each transaction. DG achieves low performance, shows asymptotically increasing 
confidence and accuracy with decreasing usefulness and network traffic. WMo and WM algorithm outperforms DG and PPM in 
terms of accuracy and usefulness for same network traffic. WMo and WM algorithm has effective prefetching with space 
restriction, low overhead in network traffic. WMo and WM algorithms prediction with new transaction are handle less effectively, 
association rule framing based on new transaction influenced by support and confidence value are feasible. Our algorithm are 
efficient than WMo and WM (Yannis et al, 2003) in terms of predicting support and confidence value, and less space requirement. 
CBFP mining algorithm is efficient in terms of reducing number of candidates and network traffic. To evaluate the performance of 
the algorithm, we generated synthetic log files with a set of transactions. Generated synthetic log contain all site documents that 
have links to other documents. CBFP mining algorithm construct a consensus tree containing random variable fan-out uniformly 
for each node. When updating with raw log data some node has no incoming links, some has greatest fan-out, constrained with 
Rule Constraints with respect to document sizes of synthetic log, tree size comparable equal or less, not greater. Each path of the 
consensus tree from one article to other is constrained by Level constraints. The paths are created in groups stored in the bucket. 
The paths are actually the full length and the dependencies between nodes found in consensus tree, controlled by Level constraint. 
Test results shown in above graph states that level and rule constraints combination of values does not change the templates with 
respect to their pattern paths. CBFP mining algorithm compare data values obtained (Yannis et al, 2003) based on hit ratio and 
cache utilization. The usage of CBFP mining algorithm for an LRU cache is evaluated by assigning few hundred kilobytes to 
Client side cache for handling web page documents. The results of this experiment with standard data values (Yannis et al., 2003) 
compared with CBFP mining values are reported in Figure 10. From this Figure, it is clear that CBFP mining algorithm is 
beneficial, helping a cache to improve its hit rate and by increasing cache size will satisfy future reference. The same Figure shows 
relative performance of the prefetching algorithm. For small cache size, all algorithms have similar performance, and for very 
large cache size, the performance of all algorithms converges since almost all the sited documents are cached. Figure 11 and 12 
show the results of experiments by comparing our algorithm data with prefetching algorithm’s standard data, thus clearly 
outperforming all algorithms in terms of accuracy and usefulness. We have conducted experiment to show working of our 
algorithm with different set of confidence values, shown in Figure 13. As per this Figure, the accuracy of our algorithm depends on 
the selection of the confidence value. It clearly depicts that confidence value (0.29) provided by Adaptive threshold and shows 
better accuracy and more beneficial result than manual values. From all these results, our algorithm presents clearly best 
performance during workload increase and out performs other technique, with no compromise on accuracy and interest factor of 
template. 
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Figure 10 Cache hits as a function of the cache size. 

 
Figure 11  Comparison of accuracy with CBFP mining algorithm. 

 
Figure 12 Comparison of CBFP technique based on usefulness. 
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Figure 13 Accuracy of CBFP technique for various confidence values. 

 
CBFP mining algorithm makes it more specific by adding more conditions; hence we differ from Quinlan (1993); Cohen (1995). 

Without incorporating background knowledge, as in Han et al. (1993); David (2008), using the multiple level abstractions from the 
consensus tree mining the templates is more general than Kamber (1997).  Using the WordNet for calculating the semantic factor, 
we reduce the dimensionality, by reducing the number of ways in expressing the concept in terms of replacement, stemming and 
conflation (Frakes 1992), clustering or automatic thesauri (Rasmussen 1992; Srinivadsan 1992), and Latent Semantic Indexing 
(Deerwester et al. 1990). Our generated synthetic data, which do not contain complete and necessary information, is based on co-
occurrence estimation. CBFP mining algorithm is a better memory utilization compared to Heung et al. (2009). HowNet and 
WordNet produced same result for representing user interestingness (Maristella et al. 2007). Running time for our algorithm is 
pruned than using classification and prediction (Liu and Keselji, 2007). CBFP mining algorithm is tested with the proxy log data 
as training log data, which contains web accessed information of students surfing Anna University web site.  We preferred to 
concentrate on Computer science web site of Anna University of different zones currently containing several files and providing 
services average of 35,000 requests per day. Around 700MB of web access data are generated in a month. A wide range of 
information is provided such as general information about the department and the various programs and course offered. Some 
information, such as programs and courses, is cogged towards perspective students, other information, such as timetable, exam 
results and assignment details, is geared towards current students.  Experiments were designed to compare access patterns of 
visitors from Anna University but within a state. Students search for their relevant information from client side and post their 
queries.  If searched article is available in consensus tree, a direct link will be provided to user’s otherwise query sent to remote 
server. We find relevance of the article submitted to the query, by allowing the user to rate whether it’s relied to their search or not.  
The articles provided by our technique without aid of remote server reduce latency. The feedbacks obtained from each 
accessed/visited web page of the students assist in calculating precision and coverage factor. The generalized patterns obtained 
from consensus tree helps in different level of abstraction for user. The major new finding was that visitors spend more time on the 
pages compared to students with the website structure. We noticed that there was quite a large number of long transaction and 
thought that they were worth analyzing. Based on the user interest our work predicts the order of web objects based on the 
submitted queries.  Our algorithm suits the user’s nature and significantly reduces the perceived latency. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we describe a new algorithm which discovers templates or query patterns from large, raw user logs of local proxy 
cache server that provides the topics in which users are mostly interested with an eye for their future interest. Unnecessary 
submission of query to search engine is avoided and in turn searching time is minimized. CBFP mining Technique suits the web 
hyper textual nature, considerably reduces the perceived latency, and reveals the important factors that affect the performance of 
web prefetching algorithms. It reveals the order of dependencies between the web document accesses. Our technique is designed to 
address specific limitations and its characteristics includes issue of solving the interleaving of requests belonging to random 
patterns within user’s request, their dependencies between web document accesses and ordering of request. Templates with similar 
semantic can be generalized and their necessity over longer period of time is predicted with reliability. Keyword misplacement and 
character replacement within keywords are handled by our technique. Our technique outperforms the previous technique, which 
will improve search engine performance by producing reliable generalized templates without incorporating knowledge with 
optimal precision of the search engine. Template provides the insight to the web editors as to what topics users are mostly 
interested in and needed in the near future. Templates obtained from our algorithm are useful to improve the performance of the 
search engine. The results were validated by experiments using real web traces. Our experiments demonstrated that the CBFP 
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mining algorithm improves hit rate. Our technique offers effective predictive prefetching, achieves larger accuracy in prediction 
for heavy workloads, with low overhead in network traffic proved with hit ratio. The process of transforming the original web logs 
into templates requires the use of heuristics as several steps. Thus high accuracy from the data mining algorithms cannot be 
expected. However, the evidence supporting the piece comes from a different algorithms and log data. Most web sites perform 
only a rudimentary analysis of web log based on hits in some period. Our work has shown that, it is possible to use our algorithm 
to find golden nuggets in the web logs. In the near future, we plan to study how to deal for dynamically changing database-driven 
web sites and query–level prediction.  
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